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will naturally get proper Travelling or Conveyance Allowance, if circumstances make it necessary and that should suffice. We see no reason for the Rs. 150 allowed to Secretaries to Government ard other officers who now get It* There may be a case for the grant of Permanent Travelling Allowance to some of these officers whose duties involve continuous touring and we mention them under that head*
We have suggested at another place that Ministers should be paid some allowance for the maintenance of their cars. A motor allowance of Rs. 200 a month seems reasonable for them.
Staff Surgeon*s Allowance.—To pay a special allowance for personal attendance on a particular public servant, however highly placed^ is not in accord with the spirit of the times. All public servants who are entitled to medical treatment will naturally receive it in the proper manner.
Compensator!/ Allowance.—The definition of this allowance in the Hyderabad Civil Service Regulation seems to be designed to cover all sorts of circumstances in which it is proposed to be munificent to a Government servant. We do not think there is any room, for this kind of allow-ajace in a modern State,
AJ}.C$.9 Allowance,—There should be no  AJD.Cs. in
Civil Administration, except for the Head of the State9 and consequently no question of allowance for them should arise,
Deputation Allowance. —This, we understand, has been
recently abolished for officers of one department lent to another. Even where Government servants are lent to a semi-Government department, for instance, Hyderabad Commercial Corporation, Municipalities, or Local Self-Government institutions, no deputation allowance should be given* While it is true that the burden of such an allowance does not fall on Government, it is not right either that Government servants should feel that, by working outside their proper sphere, they can earn more or that the burden should be transferred to the public authorities borrowing Government servants* which in many cases are in. a worse financial position than Government itself.
S"wn>ptuary Allowance.—We understand that this allowance is not drawn by any officer at present and, we trust that, in future too, no question-of4ts grant will-arise* :

